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With tens of thousands of installations throughout North and South America, DMP is the financial
industry’s most trusted name in security with fully integrated systems for intrusion, fire and access
control. Since 1975, DMP has been delivering cost-effective solutions, scaled to your financial
organization’s needs. In this series of Banking and Financial White Papers, we’ll spotlight a few
specific reasons why banks choose DMP.

The Five Fundamentals of DMP’s Access Control
To understand why DMP offers the most capable access control
solution for financial institutions, you’d first have to understand
what it is, and what it isn't. Let’s begin...
Door control is simply the ability to electronically lock or unlock
doors. DMP’s access control is much more. Unlike other access
control manufacturers, DMP brings together electronic security,
fire and access control in a single, integrated UL-compliant system.
Does your current access control system integrate seamlessly
with your security system while also managing one user list
for both? Can you control who, for instance, has access to
your restricted areas and whether they can arm or disarm
these particular areas? And does your access control give you
comprehensive reporting capabilities? With DMP, you can
answer yes to all of these.

Why Choose DMP Access Control: An Integrated Panel

You need the kind of solution that isn’t time consuming to manage.
Working with one integrated panel rather than multiple separate
systems gives you the convenience to easily manage codes,
profiles and schedules. As an enterprise application, real-time
changes can be made to the access rights of any individual from
anywhere with an internet connection. Furthermore, adding to the
benefits of a DMP access control system is the ability to review
reports detailing the arrival and departure of each individual and
which protected areas they entered. That’s added security and enhanced facility management capabilities.

Scale

The XR550 supports up to 96 doors of access control. Rather than installing multiple panels, this means
you can rely on a single panel for access control not only throughout your public facilities, but also your
secured administrative spaces, office buildings as well as warehouses.

Multiple Card Formats

What card format does your financial institution’s staff members use for access control? DMP allows
you to customize up to eight card formats, so whatever you have, there’s no need to replace your
existing cards. DMP access control also offers the perfect solution for facilities with multiple tenants.
For example, the loan office adjacent to your bank branch can continue to use access cards, while the
bank’s employees use DMP’s 1144 Key Fob with prox, which also provides the ability to work as a
personal panic device. Your DMP system supports multiple formats easily.
DMP also supports Bluetooth readers as well as mobile credentials. To further protect your access
control system against tampering and data capture, we’ve recently added support for the newer reader
interface, Open Supervised Data Protocol (OSDP). We also offer the user-created 16-character
alphanumeric secure key to permanently bond OSDP readers to their modules. These features make
DMP’s access control modules with OSDP support some of the most secure access control modules
on the market.

Programming

Integrated intrusion means decreased labor for installation and easier programming, reducing your
initial investment. Plus, it provides continued savings with less maintenance and reduced training for
your staff. In fact, programming schedules, credentials and profiles is significantly faster and easier than
with any other competing system.

Access Control Hardware

The hardware that supports DMP access control offers unique advantages, giving you more installation
flexibility. Anywhere a traditional wire run is not an option, DMP allows you to provide the solution you
need without expensive wire pulls or laborious installs. For example, the 734NPOE or the 1134 Wireless
Access Control Module allow you to install access control in historical buildings or go across parking
lots to drive-up buildings where you need a door of access control. The 734B BIN Code Access Control
Module even supports BIN code readers for ATM vestibule access applications.

Software to Manage Your System

DMP also provides the access and security management
software required to configure, control and maintain your
system. When selecting your software, DMP offers you
several options, and in each one, you have the ability to
incorporate all elements of your security system, including
video surveillance, into a single unified solution.
Depending on your specific needs, we offer:

Entré™: Increasingly today, businesses are adhering to strict
data and cybersecurity controls prohibiting the administration of proprietary or confidential data beyond their internal
networks. DMP’s Entré satisfies the risk appetite of the most
secure institutions. Companies may rely on Entré installed
behind their firewalls and running on proprietary servers to manage an enterprise-wide, integrated
access control and security program. Supporting our customers' requirements for flexible administration
options, Entré may also be accessed through optional web clients allowing authorized personnel to
securely access their full Entré platform through a web browser. While Entré is a powerful solution for
financial institutions, it’s also ideal for retailers and other organizations who are administering an access
and security program across multiple locations. As the size of your enterprise expands, DMP’s Entré
solution is scalable offering a single, consistent solution to
access, security and audit control for your business.
Virtual Keypad™ Access: On the other hand, for users who

don’t need a dedicated server for their access control system,
DMP offers the cloud-based Virtual Keypad Access. This allows
you to log in with any mobile device or computer to manage
your access and security from anywhere you’re located. This
provides easy access to the most important programming and
reporting tools that small banks, credit unions and even some
of the larger banks need. You can remotely monitor and manage
your systems with the ability to check system status, arm or disarm, add and manage users and cameras,
schedules, outputs, profiles, settings, holiday dates and more. All this without the up-front investment
in servers and IT infrastructure.

Entré NOC™: Enterprise-Level Security

Are you responsible for the management of a large enterprise security program? DMP’s Entré NOC is
designed specifically for the largest enterprise security programs. Through Entré NOC, you will efficiently manage user profiles, credentials, schedules, full panel programming and access administration
across your enterprise with a full audit trail in compliance with federal and industry regulations. Entré
NOC scales to an unlimited number of systems and because it maintains a persistent connection with
each integrated access and security panel, your security personnel are afforded real-time administration and operational awareness of activity from your facilities, customers and employees. To learn
more about Entré NOC’s exclusive features, click here.
Is it your job to ensure the security of your customers and employees, keep cash, sensitive documents
and other valuable assets safe? If so, you owe it to yourself and your financial institution to take a close
look at what DMP has to offer, which includes a full catalog of products that will meet any application
your business needs. With DMP’s integrated security and access control platform, you can be confident
that your business is secured. Please contact us at FinancialSolutions@DMP.com.
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